OPENING REMARKS

STEVEN N. SCHONBERGER, DIRECTOR FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ECA REGION, THE WORLD BANK

COUNTRIES in the ECA REGION are now ready for what’s coming.

MITIGATION
ADAPTATION
ACTION!
Not just words...

LEADERS able to now help others set their market frameworks.

EU GREEN DEAL LEADING WORLD AGENDA

CLOSE
VENKATA PUTTI, PROGRAM MANAGER, WORLD BANK

10 YEARS OF LEARNING & REFLECTIONS

THANKS ALL FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS

GREAT TO SEE
COUNTRIES’ READINESS
Now join us in implementing!!
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CARBON PRICING DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPE & CENTRAL ASIA (ECA) REGION

CARBON BORDER ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM: IMPLICATIONS for the ECA REGION

MICHAEL MELING, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MIT CENTER FOR ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY RESEARCH (CEPR)

What's a CBAM?
- Control Carbon Imports
- Level the Competition Field
- Encourage Carbon Reductions

EU GREEN DEAL: Political Will!
- Proposal
- Design
- 2023...
- Implementation

Starting Here!

Outlook...

- Coming soon...
- Leaders
- 10 years
- Biden
- Protection...
- Industry
- Quitenew
- CATCHING UP...
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Ukraine: 65% by 2030
Green Deal: Ukraine needs MRV + other data.

Turkey: Strong relationship with EU. Any policy affects us...
Turkey MRV similar to Europe.
Huge carbon costs!
Communication!

EBRD: Climate markets help achieve climate goals & promote international cooperation!
Policy dialogue, Article 6, K2, V2.
Carbon Pricing Developments in Europe & Central Asia (ECA) Region
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Q&A

CBAM in Ukraine... just tax orets but not pay both...

Multistakeholder Discussion

More Technical

More Political

Market!

Some are less concerned...

Fossil Fuels & CBAMs?

Focus on lifecycle rather than consumption...

Leakage

All!

Reduce use!

Should have carbon pricing...

Developing countries?

Oil not always cheaper...

Opportunity!

Local vs. CBAM?

Normalise standards

Apply to specific products... not global intensity

BCAs are needed because not everyone has carbon tax

Data collection in Turkey... transparent & accessible...

Climate law & draft.